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Hatalı bir hybrid-cloud uyarlaması ☺
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The Link Institute

What if you founded your market research on actual emotional response, not assumptions or participants’ recollections?

A research firm employs a facial recognition solution that measures and interprets emotions with unprecedented accuracy, helping its customers create and refine 

product messages and campaigns that better resonate with target audiences.

The Opportunity

Large companies throughout Europe trust the Link 

Institute to provide accurate insights into how 

people view and respond to their brands and 

advertising and marketing messages. The firm 

used traditional methods such as video to 

measure emotional response but found the 

process ineffective at capturing minute changes in 

reactions and emotions. To better capture, 

process and analyze the emotional response of 

What Makes it Smarter

Because the most successful ads are those that evoke an emotional response, marketers spend a 

considerable amount of time and money testing and refining their messages to ensure that 

audiences respond accordingly. With its highly sophisticated emotion recognition system, the Link 

Institute firm provides its customers with detailed insight into how people respond to brands and 

messages. As participants watch a commercial, 2-D video and 3-D face mapping technology capture 

and interpret emotions on a second-by-second basis. Thereafter, sophisticated algorithms and 

analytics compute precise scores for each emotion, creating overall emotional performance indices 

from which predictive models can be built. The final results not only reveal differences in reactions 

by gender, but also help determine if the originally intended response was ultimately elicited. For process and analyze the emotional response of 

audiences and to arm its customers with actual 

and reliable data, the institute sought to take 

advantage of emotion recognition technology. 

by gender, but also help determine if the originally intended response was ultimately elicited. For 

instance, if a shampoo campaign that was intended to evoke feelings of youth and vitality instead 

promoted reactions of laughter or disdain, creative teams could precisely pinpoint the cause of the 

unwanted response and revise their strategy before launching an ill-fated campaign.

Real Business Results
• Delivers test results up to 90 percent faster—from weeks or days to hours

• Improved the number of evaluations in a 30-second video by up to 240 times when compared 

to standard tests, giving marketers more data on which to base decisions

• Increased the accuracy of interpreting and measuring human response, thereby helping 

marketers refine and hone advertising messages

Solution Components

• IBM® SmartCloud Enterprise

• IBM® SPSS® Statistics 

• IBM® System x3950

• Microsoft® Windows Server

• IBM Business Partner® nViso – Emotion Recognition SaaS

By gauging response and emotion, the solution helps our customers create ads and 

promotions tailored to specific audiences. It not only helps shorten and simplify 

the creative process and but also helps ensure that campaigns succeed.
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Government | Information and Analytics | United Kingdom

Energy Saving Trust
What if you could assess and evaluate the energy efficiency of every home in the country?

EST helps housing planners reduce the nation’s carbon emissions and boost energy conservation efforts with a GIS-powered home analytics solution 

that delivers unparalleled insight into home energy efficiencies and opportunities for improvement.

The Opportunity

Home energy use accounts for almost one third of 

all carbon dioxide emissions in Britain. Although 

new homes are now built to higher standards, 

most homes are old, and lack the insulation, 

technology and energy-efficient appliances needed 

to help reduce the country’s carbon footprint. 

Energy Saving Trust (EST) is dedicated to helping 

citizens conserve energy by dispensing advice, 

plans and information. EST had amassed volumes 

What Makes it Smarter

Energy conservation begins at home. This dictum, however, presents a considerable challenge for the 

United Kingdom: one in every five of its dwellings was built prior to 1919, when concerns about energy 

efficiency and greenhouse gases didn’t exist. EST is leading Britain’s charge to remedy the situation and 

reduce the nation’s carbon emissions with a cloud-based home analytics solution—a comprehensive 

property and energy database that applies sophisticated analytics and advanced geographic information 

systems (GIS) technology against more than 250 million data points related to 26 million homes. By 

analyzing data such as property type, insulation levels, fuel type and potential for renewable 

technologies; and by drilling down to the address level, housing planners gain unprecedented insight 

into the country’s housing stock and opportunities to reduce carbon emissions. For instance, housing plans and information. EST had amassed volumes 

of data on the nation’s housing stock, yet struggled 

to make use of the data in a meaningful way, 

hampering energy conservation efforts and 

obscuring opportunities for improvement. 

into the country’s housing stock and opportunities to reduce carbon emissions. For instance, housing 

planners can identify all houses that have south-facing roofs suitable for solar panels, plus their street 

addresses and which homes might be eligible for grants. This extraordinary insight into the energy use 

of homes helps operational teams better plan energy savings initiatives and more tightly focus on areas 

of greatest need.

Real Business Results
• Facilitates the reduction of the UK’s carbon footprint through home energy conservation

• Accelerated data access speeds by more than 90 percent—from three days to three seconds

• Improved housing planners’ ability to identify opportunities and areas for energy conservation

• Transformed once-incoherent database into a comprehensive housing stock record

Solution Components

• IBM Cognos® Business Intelligence V10

• IBM SmartCloud® Enterprise 

• IBM Business Partner Assimil8 Ltd.

• IBM Business Partner Esri UK Ltd. – Esri Maps for IBM Cognos

“By providing new insight on the housing stock, for government and 

the private sector, we are contributing to a culture of data-driven 

decision-making which should ultimately help the UK achieve our 

energy efficiency targets faster and at a lower cost.”

—Will Rivers, Housing Data Manager
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A global hosting leader

Customers 21,000 in 140 

Top 100,000 Sites
By Hosting Provider

Source: Hostcabi.net

Customers 21,000 in 140 
countries

Devices 100,000

Employees 685

Data centers 13

Network PoPs 17

Domains 22,000,000



SoftLayer Hakkında

Kaynak: Ekşisözlük (https://eksisozluk.com/softlayer--1863959)



A better platform
Unified architecture with common management and programming interfaces

• Common command and control interface across a unified architecture

• Combine bare-metal servers, public cloud instances and private cloud deployments into distributed 
hybrid architectures and manage from a single control pane and API (1600 function calls to 200 
Services)

• All deployed on-demand and provisioned in real-time

• Ideally suited to big data deployments, high I/O and latency-sensitive apps



Service portfolio



Complete control

• Mobile and Web-based management portals

• Purchase, provision, deploy & manage infrastructure

• Access to services, tools, automation & tutorials

• Secure access via VPN to management network

• Two-factor authentication to Web portalTwo-factor authentication to Web portal



21,000 leading-edge customers*

Social

Software as a Service

Mobile & Communications

Games and Entertainment

Bump Voxer Instapaper Yelp

Marketing and Digital Media

Enterprise

Hosting & Service Providers

Platform as a Service

* SoftLayer references,



www.softlayer.com
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